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YOUR DREAM. OUR OBSESSION.
Those who possess a love for the water understand that pure tranquility exists in the stillness of the open sea. It lives in the whisper of a cool 

breeze. It harmonizes through the symphony of rolling waves. It conceals the mystery beyond endless horizons. Collectively, these exceptional 

moments inspire OCEAN ALEXANDER to meticulously craft bespoke yachts that grant you a magnificent seafaring experience in ultimate luxury. 

In all, offering uniquely personal moments you will cherish for the rest of your life.

Our design team understands your passion for the water, your reverence, your respect, and the fortitude of the sea. This innate passion drives 

us to constantly recreate our design queues and elevate them to a level of unmatched luxury and elegance. We imagine brilliant ways to utilize 

space, create innovative solutions for privacy, and provide functional living space utilization for the most discerning owners and their guests. Our 

commitment is to craft every OCEAN ALEXANDER yacht as an object of great beauty and an engineering marvel brought to life.

We are gripped with the idea that any object this wondrous and rare deserves to be constantly examined and refined. At OCEAN ALEXANDER 

we are proud to be a company made up of passionate people infused with tremendous talent. Our collective obsession to create perfection is 

brought on by the knowledge that every OCEAN ALEXANDER yacht is a dream made real. 





OCEAN ALEXANDER takes pride in our dedication to tirelessly innovate methods to reduce waste and have made a conscientious commitment to 

the world around us. We actively engage in a variety of responsible practices that not only benefit our global environment, but we also believe it 

transcends to our workforce. Recycling has become paramount in our manufacturing process from our wood scraps and cabinetry by-products, to 

paper, metals, and even chemicals. Our factory is also fortunate to be in a zone of significant rainfall which allows for collected rainwater to be used 

in cleaning, landscaping, and service areas. These initiatives are not generally easy on our bottom line, but protecting the environment is a cause that 

reciprocates with peace of mind.

GLOBAL RESPONSIBILITY.

When you own an OCEAN ALEXANDER, you become a member of an exclusive suite of after-sales service, social events, and a concierge level of 

attention. With our annual Rendezvous and active owner network, we have created a world for our owners that does not end at the edge of the dock. 

This network of service continues to expand around the globe ensuring you will always have resources that allow you to travel free from worry.

UNPARALLELED SUPPORT.

Our commitment to the Marine Industry requires our team to look at the future, assess where comfort and functionality meet, and collectively bring 

it all together by collaborating with the finest naval and interior architects. Safety, efficiency, and sustainability drive every new venture and OCEAN 

ALEXANDER engineers have defined the top curve in yacht design. Our brand is often the inspiration for what you see in the yachts of tomorrow.

We will continue to push innovation, discover more sophisticated manufacturing processes, and continue to re-define what true luxury can be.

COMMITMENT TO INDUSTRY.





OCEAN ALEXANDER has once again created a masterpiece with exceptional performance, undeniable comfort and 

endless freedom to explore. Introducing the 28E.

Innovative design. World-class engineering. This yacht is made for those who seek adventure and excitement, from

scuba diving and snorkeling to personal watercraft touring and deep sea fishing. There is an abundance of space to 

bring everything that is needed to customize an activity-filled get away.

The interiors are thoughtfully designed for long stays on board. An impressive master stateroom with feature-rich 

amenities and the luxurious finishes you have come to expect from the craftsmen at OCEAN ALEXANDER. Phenomenal 

views from the generous use of floor-to-ceiling windows, the 28E is an ideal craft for socializing and entertaining with 

family and friends. The hydraulic swim platform is expansive enough to hold a multitude of water toys with room to 

spare. This extraordinary yacht is designed for exploring on those long journeys to the most exotic locales.
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SEE THE WORLD AT YOUR OWN PACE.





THE SALON AND DINING AREAS 

ARE DESIGNED TO IMPRESS. 

This grand and flowing space embodies luxury and elegance 

with thoughtful consideration to functionality. Entertain while 

offering the best vantage point of open water, fresh air and 

expansive vistas. The interior finishes are exquisite from the 

finest stone and white oak flooring, to durable, upscale carpet 

and upholstery. No detail has been overlooked.







A GLORIOUS SLEEP IS SURE TO BE HAD 

BY ALL IN THE TRANQUIL AND SPACIOUS 

STATEROOMS.

Mesmerizing vistas from frameless windows will be enjoyed 

morning and night in the stunning and private staterooms. 

Designer finishes are apparent at every touchpoint, created 

to inspire the ultimate dream space. 

Individual double beds can convert to a king berth in both 

the port and starboard staterooms. Each are complete with 

luxurious ensuite bathrooms, closet and storage areas.



RELAX INSIDE THE BREATHTAKING 

SKYLOUNGE WITH 360 VIEWS. 

This elevated penthouse-inspired entertainment area is 

the ideal space to gather in style. Glass partitions open to 

create a seamless flow with the aft bridge deck, allowing 

for a continuous indoor/outdoor feel. All complete with 

comfortable seating areas, an intimate wet bar, and 

optional four-person jacuzzi. 



New Generation Pilothouse layout featured.





ADVENTURE ON THE OPEN OCEAN.



SPECIFICATIONS

28 EXPLORER

MAXIMUM LENGTH  27.74 M (91’)

WATERLINE LENGTH 24.6 M (80’ 8”)

BEAM  6.25 M (20’ 6”)

DRAFT  1.75 M (5’ 9”)

WEIGHT  97,520 KG (APPROX.)

FUEL CAPACITY 11,280 L (APPROX.)

WATER CAPACITY 1,703 L (APPROX.)

HOLDING TANK CAPACITY 757 L (APPROX.)

GENERATOR TWIN KOHLER® 32 KW

POWER TWIN MAN® V12 1650 HP

STABILIZERS SIDE-POWER HYDRAULIC VECTOR FIN

THRUSTERS SIDE-POWER BOW & STERN 

TONNAGE 163 GT 





OBSESSION TO DETAILCOMMITMENT TO SAFETY

DEDICATION TO FUNCTIONALITYALLEGIANCE TO INNOVATION

As with any beautiful structure, the details lie deep within. Our engine 

rooms are modeled after clean rooms in data and medical environments. 

From plumbing to electrical, every detail is given the utmost scrutiny as 

to access, function, and beautiful design. When possible, we provide the 

simplest accessibility for items that require regular service and finish off the 

space with high gloss paints and vapor proof commercial lighting. 

Once your journey begins out in the open sea, OCEAN ALEXANDER 

has taken every engineering detail to the highest level to ensure safe 

passage in sometimes challenging ocean conditions. While each vessel 

is prepared for moderate to high sea state conditions, your comfort and 

safety is our highest priority. The air intake ventilation for the engine room 

is recessed into the house and not the hull side resulting in less possibility 

of water intrusion. When OCEAN ALEXANDER builds and sources our 

components we generally look to vessels that exceed and nearly double 

our size classification. To say we overbuild is an understatement. 

Technology has become paramount in simplifying our daily lives and your 

yacht should be no different. OCEAN ALEXANDER has engaged with the 

finest system integration brought on from the aerospace industry and utilize 

Octoplex to command your vessel. The Octoplex system is not only believed 

to be the most sophisticated in the yacht industry, it is standard on all 

OCEAN ALEXANDER yachts and has been for nearly 15 years. Sophisticated, 

approachable, and designed for ease-of-use, this system has everyone in 

mind, it is as stunning as it is functional, not just for your captain and crew, but 

for you and your guests as well. 

OCEAN ALEXANDER takes exceptional performance to be paramount 

in luxury yacht building. Our team of relentless engineers have found the 

formula for developing magnificent yachts to encompass luxury, beauty, and 

speed while maintaining sound levels that allow you to take in the joyful 

sounds of the open ocean. We engage the finest interior architects and the 

most respected naval architects, allowing this synergy to take your senses to 

a higher level. None of this is new to OCEAN ALEXANDER. As we embark 

on the future, we push one another harder to stretch the boundaries of 

innovation, while respecting the accomplishments of yesterday.



BRIDGE DECK (OPTIONAL LAYOUT)

MAIN DECK

LOWER DECK



ACCESS TO ANOTHER WORLD.
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